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  Abstract- Electro-Magnetic Interference (EMI) is a 

measurement technique for Partial Discharge (PD) signals which 

arise in operating electrical machines, generators and other 

auxiliary equipment due to insulation degradation. Assessment of 

PD can help to reduce machine downtime and circumvent high 

replacement and maintenance costs.  EMI signals can be complex 

to analyze due to their nonstationary nature. In this paper, a 

software condition-monitoring model is presented and a novel 

feature extraction technique, suitable for nonstationary EMI 

signals, is developed.  This method maps multiple discharge 

sources signals, including PD, from the time domain to a feature 

space which aids interpretation of subsequent fault information.  

Results show excellent performance in classifying the different 

discharge sources. 

 

I.    INTRODUCTION 

 

   Partial discharge (PD) diagnosis methods for condition 

monitoring of insulation materials has received considerable 

attention recently in research and industry. The most popular 

method involves the analysis of Phase Resolved PD (PRPD) 

patterns [1] [2]. However, this method has a few limitations 

including long data acquisition times and lack of analysis 

precision. Other previous work in the literature has been 

successful in the recognition or classification of PD and its 

different sources with reasonably good performance (see [3] to 

[9]).  However, most of these papers have used simulated or 

experimental PD data. Moreover, these papers have addressed 

only the classification of PD sources.  In this paper, we aim to 

investigate the classification of real field Electro Magnetic 

Interference (EMI) measurements that contain different 

discharge sources and conditions including PD, corona, 

arcing, exciter etc. In addition, we develop a novel feature 

extraction algorithm based on a time-frequency decomposition 

method, called Adaptive Local Iterative Filtering (ALIF), 

combined with Permutation Entropy (PE) measure.  Multi-

Class SVM (MCSVM) is used to classify the different signal 

conditions for the EMI measurements. The next section 

describes in more detail the EMI monitoring approach to PD 

signals used for their measurement.  Section III briefly defines 

the theory of ALIF and PE algorithms.  Section IV defines the 

mathematical concept of SVM and the application of the 

feature extraction and classification model to the measured 

data. Section V describes the measurement procedure.  

Classification results are presented in Section VI and finally 

conclusion and future work recommendations are provided in 

the last section. 

 

II.   EMI DESCRIPTION 

 

PD occurs as a localized dielectric breakdown of an electrical 

insulation system under high voltage stress.  The release of 

energy resulting from PD can take a variety of forms, 

including EMI.  Many types of defects in cables, generators 

and motors and associated auxiliary equipment generate EMI 

[10].  The resulting burst of low energy electromagnetic pulses 

propagates out in all directions from the origin of any 

discharge event.  The EMI signals emitted can be measured 

and analysed over a broad frequency range.   For example, slot 

discharges can be measured in the range as low as 10’s of kHz 

while loose connections in an isolated phase bus can generate 

signals up to 100MHz and above.  EMI can be radiated and 

conducted from the discharge site.  The part of the energy that 

is conducted is detected and measured with a split-core high-

frequency current transformer (HFCT) over a frequency range 

of 10 kHz to 100MHz.  The EMI measurement of these 

signals usually follows the spirit of the CISPR-16-1-1 standard 

to ensure compatibility of measurements and results 

interpretation across EMI measurement instruments.  

Convenient locations for the split-core HFCT include, e.g., the 

neutral connection conduit of a generator stator winding at the 

grounding transformer, or, the motor cable supply conduit.  

The measurement of the EMI signals emitted is sensitive to a 

variety of electrical and mechanical defects.  For example, 

lose or broken stator and rotor bars, slot discharges, winding 

insulation defects, contamination on the windings, shaft 

eccentricity, bearing wear, etc.  The severity, location and 

deterioration rate of defects can often be measured long before 



detection by other more conventional methods.  This is of 

value to Utilities that desire a system diagnostics approach.  

EMI analysis can discriminate between different defects and 

discharge sources and monitors not only activity within, e.g. a 

generator stator winding but, also, adjacent auxiliary 

equipment as well.  A number of problems have been 

identified by EMI techniques with exciters, cables, isolated 

phase bus and transformers, as well as machine stator 

windings.  The resulting EMI spectrum is also unique for each 

physical location and type of defect within the electrical 

system [11]. 

 

III.   FEATURE EXTRACTION 

 

A.    Adaptive Local Iterative Filtering (ALIF) 

    ALIF is a time-frequency signal decomposition which aims 

to break down the frequency content of a multicomponent 

signal and produce the time series of each frequency 

component called the Intrinsic Mode Function (IMF) [12].  

This method is similar to Empirical Mode Decomposition 

(EMD) in that it obtains the IMFs by iteratively subtracting 

the local average from the signal.  However, ALIF employs a 

filtering technique based on a Partial Differential Equation 

(PDE) model to calculate the local averages. Moreover, it 

overcomes EMD issues such as mode mixing [13].  For a 

signal y(n)=IMF1(n)+ IMF2(n)+…+ IMFk(n)+R(n), which is 

decomposed into IMFj(n); j=1,2,…,K  plus a residual trend 

R(n), the ALIF algorithm is briefly summarized as follows. 
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h n m n l n l n    are the coefficients of 

a low pass filter at point n  with length 2 ( ) 1
j

l n  .  

 

B.    Permutation Entropy (PE) 

   PE is a measure of complexity in a time series with 

nonlinear characteristics [14] and is based on Shannon 

Entropy which estimates the meaningful information in 

data[15]. PE is suitable for nonstationary and nonlinear time 

series, it is also robust against low frequency artifacts, fast to 

compute and stable for measuring randomness in time series 

data[16].  These advantages overcome the limitations of the 

basic entropy based measures. PE theory is described as 

follows. 

 

Based on a time series {xi}; i=1,2,…,N, we construct vectors 

of m  points plus !m  possible ordinal patterns
,m

i


 , where   

is a delay.  Next, we seek the occurrence of these patterns in 

the time series and hence calculate the permutation 

probability for each pattern as: 
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Finally PE value is then calculated using Shannon’s Entropy 

formula: 
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IV.   SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE (SVM) 
 

SVM is used in this work as a binary classification method.  It 

separates two different classes with an optimum line called a 

hyperplane[17]. The main advantages of SVM include ability 

to handle large data features, and high classification accuracy 

compared to other classification techniques such as Neural 

Networks (NN) and random forests  [18]. 

The theory of SVM is described as follows.  The data set 
i

x  

and its labels ; 1, 2, ...
i

y i L with L  samples, is assumed to 

contain points of two classes “1” and “-1”.  Each point is 

placed in a feature space that is separated by the hyperplane 

defined as: 

 

( ) . 0,f x w x b    

 

(3) 

 

where w  is an L-dimensional vector and b is a scalar, which 

both play an important role in defining the hyperplane’s 

position. The hyperplane will pass by the origin if 

0b  otherwise the margin is increased.  Two parallel 

hyperplanes are created for each class and are defined in (8) 

and (9) for the first and second class respectively. 

 

. 1.w x b   (4) 

. 1.w x b    (5) 

The distance between the hyperplanes is 2/ w .  This margin 

width can be maximized by minimizing w  which results in 

the criteria for the first and second class respectively as 

follows. 



                 . 1iw x b       ; . 1.iw x b    

 

This will ensure that the points from each class will not exceed 

their respective hyperplane. The points that lie on the 

hyperplane position are called support vectors. The hyperplane 

is calculated by solving the optimization problem defined in 

(6) with taking into consideration an error penalty C  which 

optimizes the margin width and classification error in training 

the SVM, 
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where 
i

 represents the distance between the margin and the 

samples that overstep the margin. Equation (6) is solved 

through the Lagrangian approach [19]. The solution is 

expressed in (7) where 
i

  is a parameter that expresses w  in 

solving (6). 
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(7) 

The challenges that may be faced during the SVM training 

process are data over-fitting and computational errors. The 

first challenge can be addressed by employing a kernel 

function which calculates the dot product of the feature space 

as in (8) and which is described in more detail in [17]. 
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where  1
( ) ( ), ..., ( )

l
x x x    is a nonlinear vector 

function and l  is the feature space dimension. Equation (7) 

can thence be reformulated as: 
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In this paper, SVM is used as part of the MCSVM algorithm 

in order to classify more than two discharge sources. This is 

achieved by using the One-Against-One (OAO) approach 

which builds k(k-1)/2 models each one is trained on two 

classes, “1” and “-1”, using SVM binary classification. The 

testing is performed by a “Max Win” voting strategy, in that if 

the test sample is close to one of the classes then the vote for 

that class is incremented by one. The sample is classified in 

the category with the highest vote [20]. 

 

As illustrated in Fig 1., the approach is to first decompose the 

signal using ALIF then extract PE feature from each IMF, the 

feature vector for each signal is then implemented in 

MCSVM.  An example of PN signal with its decomposed 

IMFs and relative PE values is illustrated in Fig. 2. The 

training/testing was achieved using a ten-fold hold-on cross 

validation technique where the MCSVM is trained on 90% of 

the data and is tested on the remaining 10% in ten iterations; 

each uses a different batch of data.  The total classification 

accuracy is the average accuracy of all iterations. 

     

V.   DATA MEASUREMENTS 

 

  The data was collected during the operation of the assets by 

placing the HFCT around neutral earth cable in order to pick 

up the electromagnetic discharges.  The data signals were then 

recorded at a sampling rate of 24 kHz through a PDS200 

measurement device which follows the CISPR16 standard, 

using EMC type filtering. The PDS200 is used for PD 

surveying and has the ability to detect and analyze Radio 

Frequency Interference (RFI) as well as EMI radiation. It also 

provides the frequency spectrum of the recorded signals using 

the EMI standard quasi peak detection method. “EMI experts” 

select the frequency peaks that are suspicious of activity and 

which may represent a fault, analyze and identify the 

condition or fault and label the time resolved signals that 

correspond to these frequency peaks. These labels help in 

training the classification algorithm. The signals were 

collected from three different power plants which are 

described as follows. 

1) Site 1: The data was measured at the neutral earth 

cable of a 661MVA hydrogen/water cooled 

synchronous generator.  A total of 13 signals were 

selected with 10s duration and contain 500 frequency 

cycles each. 

2) Site 2: similar to the previous site, the measurements 

were taken at the neutral earth of different assets 

where 6 signals were selected from a General Step-Up 

(GSU) transformer, 2 signals from an Isolated Phase 

Bus (IPB) and one signal from a steam turbine 

transformer.  All files also have a capture duration of 

10s and 500 cycles. 

3) Site 3: The data was measured at the neutral earth 

cable of the generator from which 7 signals were 

selected and 1 signal was selected from a Steam 

Turbine Generator (STG).  All files are similar in 

capture to the above.  

The discharge sources identified in each site are presented 

in Table I.  The faults selected as common between sites are 

underlined in the table.  As a consequence, the data selected 

for “common between sites” is a subset of the data collected 

across the three sites. The signals containing each condition 

originate from different assets including the generator, IPB 

and GSU.  

 
Fig. 1 Classification approach 



 
Fig. 2 Application example of the approach 

 
TABLE I 

DETECTED FAULTS 

Site Fault 

1 Corona, noise, Process Noise (PN), minor PD (mPD) 

2 mPD+minor Arcing (mA), PD+ mA, PD+arcing, PD, 
PN, data modulation(DM) 

3 Exciter(E)+mPD+ DM, PN, PD, E+mPD, E, 

NonVariable Frequency Drive 

 

VI.   RESULTS 

 

Classification accuracy for each scenario is illustrated in Table 

II.  It is shown that high classification accuracy is obtained. 

The highest accuracy (96%) was achieved in the “common 

between sites” scenario. This shows that the different 

discharge sources, including PD and combined conditions 

such as PD+mA, can be distinguished regardless of the site in 

which the data was collected, whether within the same site or 

across multiple sites. This means that the conditions exhibit 

unique patterns.  The other significant output is the successful 

classification of the signals measured on different assets. For 

instance, PD was collected at GSU and IPB units in site 2 and 

it was also measured from generators in site 1 and 3.  These 

results appear to be consistent with other existing PD 

classification work that uses a similar approach.  

 

VI.   CONCLUSION 
 

This work introduces a classification technique to PD EMI 

signals for the first time. Initially, the relevant fault 

information was extracted using ALIF and PE features. Then, 

MCSVM was used to classify different discharge sources 

collected in three power plant sites. Results bring to 

conclusion that it is possible to establish discharge sources 

classification in real field EMI captured data using this novel 

proposed approach. The other significant contribution is the 

successful classification of common sources between different 

sites. As future work, this study may be applied for second 

stage classification to identify PD fault locations. 

 
TABLE II 

CLASSIFICATION RESULTS  

Site Classification accuracy 

1 83% 

2 86% 

3 92% 

Common between sites 96% 
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